RETARD(ED)
\ri-tahr-di\d\ 1) Targets mental, emotional and physical disabilities as objects for ridicule. 2) Used as a synonym for "worthless," "bad," "unintelligent," "incapable," "less than." Other words used: DUMB and STUPID.

THAT’S SO GAY
\thahts\ \so\ \gey\ 1) Stigmatizes gay people. 2) Uses sexual identities to describe something as undesirable and bad. 3) Replaces negative adjectives with words related to gay identities.

BITCH
\bi\ch\ 1) Used to disparage or belittle individuals of all gender identities and to devalue women and femininity. 2) Reinforces sexism, gender roles, and stereotypes of men and women. 3) Characterizes stereotypically masculine traits such as strength, persistence, and intelligence as negative when embodied by women.

GHETTO
\get-oh\ 1) Reference to housing communities that are impoverished and disproportionately impact people of color. 2) Describes something or someone as cheap, worn out, poor, dangerous, etc. 3) Associates people of color with these negative characteristics.

HO/Slut
\ho\ \sloht\ 1) Dismisses and devalues anyone judged as being "too" sexual – particularly sex workers, women, queer people, and people of color. 2) Regulates who is allowed to have sex, with whom, and how often. 3) Perpetuates negativity and shame toward sex itself and unfairly attacks women’s sexualities. 4) Creates regulations and rules on sexuality that are not equally applied to all genders. Other words used: WHORE, SKANK, and SOROSTITUTE.

TERRORIST
\ter-er-ist\ 1) Implies those of differing opinion are irrational, immoral, and violent. 2) Condemns, demoralizes, and discriminates against entire segments of a population. 3) In the United States, term commonly used in association with people of Middle Eastern descent that perpetuates stereotypes and legitimizes and encourages discrimination.

PSYCHO/CRAZY
\syh-koh\ \krey-zee\ 1) Intended to point out characteristics of madness, insanity or a reference to a foolish, impractical or senseless verbal statement or behavior. 2) Used to express contempt, disappointment or disgust. 3) Seen as an eccentric manner or to point out a person’s level of sanity.
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